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Abstract This article explores the constructivists’ institutional socialization
hypothesis, positing that intergovernmental organizations ~IGOs! make member-
state interests more similar over time, thus promoting interest convergence+ We first
show how this hypothesis can be tested systematically using relatively new data on
dyadic interest similarity and joint structured IGO membership, and then we con-
duct a series of empirical tests+ Our results show strong statistical support for the
institutional socialization hypothesis, using both global and more restricted regional
samples+ We also demonstrate how our results are consistent with a longer-term
socialization process and cannot be explained by the short-term effect of institu-
tional information+ Finally, we show some limits to the institutional socialization
hypothesis+ Unstructured IGOs reveal no effect in promoting member-state interest
convergence+ Following recent theory arguing that great powers in the international
system often use IGOs for coercive means, we find that institutional socialization
gets weaker as the power imbalance within the dyad grows+

A leading research question facing institutional scholars in international relations
~IR! asks how international institutions are able to influence the behavior of auton-
omous state actors+1 In other words, what are the primary causal mechanisms
through which IGOs are able to influence nation-state behavior in what can still
be termed an “anarchic” international system?

Two different research communities are currently investigating this question+
The rationalist community has focused its research program primarily on causal
mechanisms such as information provision and reduced transaction costs+2 In order
to test the effects of institutional information, for example, rationalist scholars often
treat state interests as exogenously given+ This is a modeling convenience, but it
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has the important effect of creating a “hard test” for rationalist institutional theo-
ries by holding interests constant+3

Conversely, the constructivist research community has at its foundation the argu-
ment that state interests are not exogenous+ Unit-level interests change and evolve,
and as with any other variable in international politics, they must be explained, or
endogenized+4 Also central to constructivism is the argument that institutions shape
member-state behavior through a macro-process often identified in the literature
as international socialization: within the social context of IGOs, member-states
interact on a regular and sustained basis, taking on new identities and interests+5

Thus, institutions may ultimately have their greatest effect on unit-level behavior
by shaping state interests+

Despite the fact that causal mechanisms such as information provision and social-
ization are not directly competitive, or contradictory to each other, these two schol-
arly communities have not yet combined their efforts into a common research
program on international institutions+ Of course, this is not easy to do since these
IR groups typically embrace different epistemological traditions+ Yet more can be
done to build bridges between these communities, especially where they are already
united by a common research question+

In this article, we make an effort in this direction by testing the constructivist
hypothesis about international socialization using a large-N quantitative method-
ology more common to the rationalist research tradition+We justify this as a valu-
able and important exercise because rationalist scholars have arguably ignored the
constructivist socialization hypothesis due to doubts about its empirical validity+
Indeed, this point has often been raised by rationalists and constructivists alike+6

It would be wrong to say that there is no empirical evidence concerning inter-
national socialization, but much of the research has taken a small-N approach to
the subject+ Furthermore, the limited number of larger-N quantitative tests that
exist have focused exclusively on European institutions, arguably an easy case for
the socialization hypothesis+7 Finally, some of these quantitative tests reported only
limited socialization effects even in Europe+8 Thus, while the underlying theory is
certainly plausible, it remains uncertain whether it can stand up to more system-
atic empirical tests+

Some scholars might respond that a systematic empirical test can never be con-
structed because state interests—a key dependent variable for the international
socialization hypothesis—cannot be directly measured+ On this point, we simply

3+ As Wendt acknowledged on this point: “Neoliberals make things hard for themselves by accept-
ing this constraint, and their efforts to explain cooperation under it are admirable”; see Wendt 1994,
384+
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6+ See, for example, Goldstein and Keohane 1993, 6; Katzenstein, Keohane, and Krasner 1998,
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disagree+ Recent data collection efforts have provided IR scholars with stronger
and more comprehensive operational measures for state interest similarity+We admit
that these data are not perfect, but few, if any, operational measures could meet
such a standard+ To paraphrase Voltaire: it is foolish to let the perfect stand in the
way of the good+

With this understanding in mind, our article begins with a presentation of inter-
national socialization theory leading to a hypothesis about how IGOs promote inter-
est convergence among member-states+ We then demonstrate how this hypothesis
can be tested systematically using relatively new data on dyadic interest similar-
ity9 and joint structured IGO membership+10

Our results show strong statistical support for the institutional socialization
hypothesis, using both global and more restricted regional samples+ Indeed, this
structured IGO effect is as substantively strong, if not stronger, than any other
factor in explaining dyadic interest convergence+ We also demonstrate how our
IGO result is consistent with a longer-term socialization process and cannot be
explained by the short-term effect of institutional information+ Next, we show some
limits to the institutional socialization hypothesis+ Unstructured IGOs reveal no
effect in promoting member-state interest convergence+ Following recent theory
that argues that great powers in the international system often use IGOs for coer-
cive means,11 we also find that institutional socialization effects weaken as power
imbalances within the dyad grow+

Finally, we conclude by discussing how these results can be read as generally
supporting one of the main propositions advanced by international socialization
theory+ For constructivists, this should be very good news since the socialization
hypothesis represents a critical part of their research program+ Our results obvi-
ously cannot distinguish between different possible socialization micro-foundations,
such as strategic calculation, role-playing, and0or normative suasion,12 but our quan-
titative test was not designed for this purpose+ Our purpose here is simply to dem-
onstrate institutional socialization on a macro scale+ Indeed, if this effect could
not be demonstrated, it would arguably make little sense to debate its underlying
micro-foundations+

For rationalist scholars, our results can also be read as good news+ Inasmuch as
international institutions influence member-states’ behavior by shaping their inter-
ests, rationalist scholars studying how institutions affect state behavior have yet
another causal mechanism to add to their toolkit+ This is valuable because many
purely “rationalist” causal mechanisms, including information provision and insti-
tutional commitment, may sometimes work through changes in member-state inter-
ests+ This understanding has implications for how rationalist scholars test their

9+ See Gartzke 1998 and 2000+
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preferred institutional causal mechanisms, as we discuss in the final section of the
article+

International Socialization Theory

We begin with a short presentation of international socialization theory drawn
from the constructivist IR literature+ This presentation is made with particular
empirical goals in mind: establishing an appropriate unit of analysis, theoreti-
cally relevant dependent and independent variables, and a testable hypothesis
relating these variables+ We will also make a stronger case to demonstrate that
this hypothesis has not yet been systematically tested in a broad international
context+

The Socialization Process in International Relations

Definitions of “socialization” vary in the IR literature, but this term can reason-
ably be defined as the process by which actors acquire different identities, leading
to new interests through regular and sustained interactions within broader social
contexts and structures+13 Concerning socialization depth, constructivist scholars
have carefully distinguished between Type I and Type II socialization+14 The for-
mer is relatively shallow and describes the situation in which an actor simply learns
to play by the rules of a new social context or institution+ Type I socialization
clearly implies a change in an actor’s behavior but not necessarily a change in the
actor’s interests+ Type II socialization is deeper and refers to the situation in which
actors take on a new social identity, independent of any material incentives to do
so, leading to a demonstrable change in their interests over time+

The proposition of deep international socialization arguably represents a key
component of constructivism as a structural theory of international relations, fol-
lowing Wendt’s summary of constructivist “core claims: ~1! states are the princi-
pal units of analysis for international political theory; ~2! the key structures in the
state system are intersubjective, rather than material; and ~3! state identities and
interests are in important part constructed by these social structures, rather than
given exogenously to the system by human nature or domestic politics+”15 Since
neorealism and liberal institutionalism would also make the first claim, the theo-
retical distinctiveness of constructivism depends critically on the second and third
points+ As we shall demonstrate below, the third point is effectively a statement
about institutional socialization but phrased as an assumption rather than as a test-
able hypothesis+

13+ See Checkel 1999, 548; and Johnston 2001, 494+
14+ Checkel 2005, 804+
15+ Wendt 1994, 385+
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Toward a Testable Hypothesis

As Wendt’s first point makes clear, international socialization should affect states,
the primary actors in the international system+ This is an important point because
socialization theory originated in sociology and social psychology, where the rel-
evant unit of analysis was individuals and not state actors+ But as an approach to
IR, constructivism necessarily focuses on the latter, although it certainly cannot
ignore the former+ As Beyers explained: “practices, norms, and preferences are
not only internalized by individual actors, but, because they are shared by many,
also characterize and shape the identity of larger social aggregates ~that is, a bureau-
cratic agency, a political party, a country, and so on+!+”16 Thus, it becomes essen-
tial for constructivist IR theory that socialization effects emerge at the state level+
Particular individuals operating as agents of the state may well be transformed by
their international experiences and interactions, but socialization becomes interest-
ing for IR theory inasmuch as these individual effects can also be demonstrated
on a more aggregate level+

With regards to deep socialization at the aggregate level, the most important
dependent variable is state interests+Wendt’s third claim quoted above makes this
point clear, but many other constructivist scholars offer a similar argument+17 State
identities are clearly another important variable in international socialization theory,
but they are intervening with regard to state interests: institutions r identities
r interests+18 With deep, or Type II, socialization, new social identities must come
before any changes in state interests, and not vice-versa+ If constructivist theory
forced interests to drive identity change, then it would become hard to make any
strong claims about Type II socialization+ Indeed, if interests were doing the causal
work on identities, then the process might become indistinguishable from “strate-
gic calculation,” identified by Checkel as insufficient for deep “socialization and
internationalization+”19

The key independent variable for the deep international socialization process is
institutions, especially IGOs since these are the primary “social structures” for
states in the international system+20 As Checkel explained, “institutions constitute
@state# actors and their interests+”21 He continued: “The effects of institutions thus
reach much deeper; they do not simply constrain behaviour+ As variables, institu-

16+ Beyers 2005, 900+
17+ See, for example, Finnemore 1996, 5–13; and Checkel 2005, 813–19+
18+ See Jepperson, Wendt, and Katzenstein 1996, 53; and Kowert and Legro 1996, 462+
19+ Checkel 2005, 809+
20+ Wendt 1994, 385+ As discussed in Finnemore 1996, nongovernmental organizations ~NGOs!

may also play a role in international socialization+ But since national governments are not NGO mem-
bers, by definition, nongovernmental organizations do not typically serve as sites of socialization for
state actors, although NGOs such as the International Committee of the Red Cross may act to promote
international socialization+

21+ Checkel 1999, 547+
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tions become independent—and strongly so+”22 As Johnston wrote about the causal
power of IGOs: “Where else, indeed, would state agents who have internalized
realpolitik ideologies be exposed to alternative ‘theories’ about the nature of world
politics+ + + ?”23 In short, IGOs are expected to act both as “sites of socialization”
and as “promoters of socialization+”24

We thus pose a causal hypothesis that can be tested systematically: IGOs make
member-state interests more similar over time ~that is, promote interest conver-
gence!+ Presumably, these institutional effects should also be cumulative in char-
acter: states that are joint members of more IGOs should show greater interest
convergence than states with less joint IGO membership+ Indeed, if it is regular
sustained contact0interactions within IGOs that socialize states in the international
system, then more socialization opportunities should lead to even greater interest
convergence+

The obvious null hypothesis is that IGOs have no independent causal effect on
the interests of member-states+ It is important to take the null hypothesis seriously
because it effectively characterizes the view of many rationalist scholars+ For exam-
ple, analyzing the effects of IGOs on interstate military conflict ~admittedly, a mea-
sure of state behavior and not directly a measure of state interests!, Boehmer,
Gartzke, and Nordstrom concluded that “IGOs are not broadly effective in the
way they should be if international organizations alter preferences+ + + +”25 Indeed,
this conclusion tends to accord with new theoretical arguments being advanced by
realist scholars concerning IGOs+

Breaking with the original neorealist position that international institutions
are merely epiphenomenal,26 many realists currently acknowledge that inter-
national institutions are an important factor in world politics+27 In particular,
IGOs matter because they serve as potential instruments of state power+ As Thomp-
son summarized: “powerful states often channel @their# coercive policies through
international organizations+”28 Despite coercion by more powerful states, less
powerful states still remain within and even join new IGOs because they prefer
being members of a coercive institution to the alternative of “being completely
shut out+”29 However, given great power coercion within IGOs, cooperative
institutional socialization effects ~that is, interest convergence! may be less
likely to emerge+ As we will discuss later, this realist caveat offers an important
and testable scope condition for the constructivist institutional socialization
hypothesis+

22+ Ibid+
23+ Johnston 2001, 508–9+
24+ Checkel 2005, 806–8+
25+ Boehmer, Gartzke, and Nordstrom 2004, 2+
26+ See Waltz 1979, chap+ 6; and Krasner 1983b, 5+
27+ See, for example, Schweller and Priess 1997+
28+ Thompson 2006, 1+
29+ Gruber 2000, 8+
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Existing Evidence on Institutional Socialization

As mentioned in the introduction, there is already some empirical evidence to sup-
port the institutional socialization hypothesis+ But much more empirical work needs
to be done+ First, much of the early research deliberately took a small-N approach
to demonstrate the empirical plausibility of this new theoretical approach to under-
standing institutional effects+30 But even constructivist scholars who are support-
ive of institutional socialization have criticized this case-based approach to empirical
validation+ As Checkel wrote: “much of the empirical work examines single coun-
tries or issues+ Cross-national or longitudinal designs would help reduce the prob-
lem of overdetermination that is evident in many constructivist analyses, where
social structures, usually norms, are invoked as one of several causal variables
with little or no insight given on how much of the outcomes they explain+”31

Second, where there is larger-N quantitative support for the socialization hypoth-
esis, it is not systematic in character, focusing almost exclusively on institutions
and countries in Europe+32 For those searching for comprehensive empirical sup-
port, this regional evidence poses a potential inferential problem since Europe,
especially Western Europe, may represent a “relatively easy case,”33 or a “most
likely case”34 for international socialization theory+ Thus, even if socialization can
be demonstrated in this supposedly favorable regional context, it may ultimately
say very little about whether the process operates in other regional contexts and
on a broader international basis+

Third, much of the quantitative evidence from the European region is not, in
fact, strongly supportive of international socialization+ Studying the expressed pref-
erences of European Commission officials, Hooghe found that while they are sup-
portive of supranational norms, this support is better explained by national, not
international, socialization+35 Similarly, in her study of the ethnic minority poli-
cies of four Eastern European countries, Kelley concluded that the “socialization-
based efforts @of the European Union, Council of Europe, and the Organization
for Security and Cooperation in Europe# only really worked when domestic oppo-
sition was quite low or if ethnic minorities themselves had bargaining power in
the government+”36

To conclude our presentation of the institutional socialization hypothesis, the
argument is clearly an important one for IR theory; indeed, it forms part of what
might be called the constructivist “hard core+”37 Yet the discipline has surpris-
ingly little, if any, systematic evidence to support the proposition that sustained

30+ See, for example, Finnemore 1996, 31+
31+ Checkel 1998, 339+
32+ See, for example, Beyers and Dierickx 1998; Kelley 2004; Hooghe 2005; and Beyers 2005+
33+ Johnston 2005, 1036+
34+ Checkel 1999, 554+
35+ Hooghe 2005+
36+ Kelley 2004, 453+
37+ Lakatos 1970+
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social interactions within IGOs promote interest convergence among member-
states+ In fact, there is arguably as much evidence to suggest that cooperative insti-
tutional socialization effects are relatively weak, which is consistent with new realist
arguments about great power coercion through IGOs+ Thus, we contend that the
institutional socialization hypothesis requires more comprehensive empirical test-
ing, a task that we take up in the next section+

Testing the Institutional Socialization Hypothesis

We begin the empirical section by restating our cumulative institutional socializa-
tion hypothesis: states that are joint members of more IGOs should show greater
interest convergence than states with less joint IGO membership+ State actors are
the theoretical unit of analysis and, thus, our statistical unit of analysis will be
pairs of states ~dyads! in a given year+ Using this dyad-year unit of analysis, the
institutional socialization hypothesis can be tested by taking advantage of recent
data collection efforts coding both dyadic interest similarity in the post–World
War II period and dyadic joint IGO membership over this same period of time+

Dependent Variable

Our dependent variable is dyadic interest similarity, with movement toward more
similar interests over time defined as interest convergence+While it has long been
an important concept in IR theory, interest similarity has proven difficult for schol-
ars to operationalize directly+ For many years, the preferred measure among quan-
titative IR scholars was one of common alliance partners, or alliance portfolio
similarity+38 While useful as a control variable, the obvious problem with using
this measure as our dependent variable is that it more directly captures a particu-
lar form of state behavior ~that is, forming and maintaining military alliance com-
mitments!+While there is certainly an “interest” signal in these alliance data since
states have choices regarding their alliance partners, the interest signal is effec-
tively limited to security politics+39

As an alternative, Gartzke offered a measure of dyadic interest similarity, labeled
affinity, built from roll-call votes within the United Nations General Assembly
~UNGA!+40 Admittedly, UNGA voting is also a form of state behavior, but affin-
ity does not capture the act of voting ~indeed, there is not much variation here
since the vast majority of states in the international system take part and vote
within the UNGA!+ Instead, it captures the similarity of dyadic voting decisions+
With regards to such voting decisions, states are relatively free to vote their inter-
ests within this international body ~at least compared to most other global forums!

38+ Altfeld and Bueno de Mesquita 1979+
39+ Despite this limitation, we will use the alliance portfolio similarity measure as a robustness

check on our preferred measure of interest similarity, affinity+
40+ Gartzke 1998+
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due to the explicitly nonbinding character of UNGA resolutions+ Furthermore,
UNGA resolutions encompass a wide variety of issue areas, making affinity a
broader measure of revealed state interests than alliance portfolio similarity+41

As a broad indicator of revealed state interests, affinity presents some obvious
face validity+ Using the updated data from Gartzke and Jo, this measure scores
dyadic interest similarity along a �1 to 1 range with high values indicating greater
similarity+42 Looking at the average affinity score for dyads including the United
States, for example,43 one would expect the United States–United Kingdom dyad
to score relatively high in terms of common interests and the United States–Soviet
Union0Russia dyad to score relatively low ~see Figure 1!+44 Also as expected, states
that are generally friendly to the United States on a broad range of issues, such as
Canada, Italy, and New Zealand, rank near the top and generally unfriendly states,
such as Syria, China, and North Korea, rank near the bottom+

Despite its face validity, we acknowledge that measuring state interests in terms
of UNGA voting similarity has some potential problems+ One concern is that the
nonbinding character of UNGA resolutions leads states to engage in strategic and
symbolic bloc voting+ Such bloc voting is a problem inasmuch as it introduces
bias into our measure of revealed state interests+ This bias need not be a problem,
however, if we can model it directly ~and thus remove its effect from the coeffi-
cient on the primary independent variable described below!+ To the extent that
certain country pairs are more0less subject to bloc voting, we can effectively con-
trol for much of this behavior through the use of dyadic fixed effects, which are
included in our statistical model+45

Independent Variable

Our primary independent variable counts the number by year of potentially social-
izing IGOs in which the two states forming the dyad have joint membership+ We
use a count variable to capture the cumulative nature of the aforementioned insti-
tutional socialization hypothesis+ Ideally, we would measure institutional social-
ization in terms of the total amount of “high density” institutional interactions per
year within the dyad+46 But it is not clear how one would directly operationalize

41+ Indeed, as Voeten wrote on this subject: “it is the only forum in which a large number of states
meet and vote on a regular basis on issues concerning the international community”; see Voeten 2000,
185–86 ~emphasis added!+

42+ Gartzke and Jo 2002+
43+ We use the United States as the example based on the assumption that most readers will be

familiar with the foreign policy interests of this international actor+
44+ Since a figure containing the average affinity score for more than 100 United States dyads

would be difficult to display, we instead selected 30 dyads that both covered the range of affinity
values and contained states from all regions of the globe+

45+ To deal even further with the potential effect of bloc voting, we will also report our statistical
results when constraining our sample to exclude dyad-year observations at the far ends of the affinity
range ~i+e+ cases near 1 where the two states almost always voted together and cases near �1 where
the two states almost never voted together!+

46+ Checkel 1999, 549+
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this theoretical concept+ Indeed, socialization theory has yet even to identify the
specific institutional features related to high-density interactions, an important point
that we will discuss further in the final section of the article+ To overcome this
problem, we use a more generic measure of IGO bureaucratization based on the
understanding that the various structures embedded within international institu-
tions serve as primary contact points where state leaders can meet and interact on
a regular basis+47 This logic suggests that greater bureaucratization should be asso-
ciated with a higher density of institutional interactions+

In terms of bureaucratization, Boehmer, Gartzke, and Nordstrom recently clas-
sified IGOs into three increasing levels of institutionalization, or bureaucratiza-
tion: minimal, structured, and interventionist+48 Minimal IGOs exist almost
exclusively on paper and, while they may include a secretariat structure, they lack

47+ See Bearce 2003; and Bearce and Omori 2005+
48+ Boehmer, Gartzke, and Nordstrom 2004+

FIGURE 1. Average affinity for thirty U.S. dyads
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formal bureaucratic, executive, and judicial organs+ Structured IGOs have at least
bureaucratic and executive organs, in addition to codified procedures that guide
member-state interactions+ Finally, so-called “interventionist” IGOs also include
judicial organs and maintain programs for member-states that often include access
to grants, loans, and credits; in this sense, interventionist IGOs are even more struc-
tured international institutions+49

Our primary independent variable, labeled joint structured igo member-
ship thus counts the number of structured and interventionist IGOs in which the
two states forming the dyad have joint membership+ We follow this coding rule
since both categories ~structured and interventionist! include institutions with the
bureaucracies necessary for a high density of member-state interactions+ Minimal
IGOs are excluded since they lack these necessary structures+50 In response, one
might argue that our distinction between structured and unstructured, or minimal,
institutions still does not provide enough information to differentiate IGOs that
could reasonably be expected to socialize member-states from those that could
not+ In other words, joint structured igo membership remains a noisy mea-
sure for testing the institutional socialization hypothesis+

We acknowledge this possibility but, fortunately, our large sample size reduces
most of the problems associated with noisy data+ Second, even if this were not the
case, a high noise-to-signal ratio simply makes it harder ~not easier! to find hypoth-
esized relationships in the data+ Thus, if we do indeed find the expected positive
relationship between affinity and joint structured igo membership, then the
institutional socialization hypothesis has arguably passed a very tough statistical
test, allowing us to place even greater confidence in its empirical validity+

Control Variables

Our statistical model includes a number of control variables+51 To correct for tem-
poral dependence in affinity, we include a lagged dependent variable ~affini-
tyt�1! on the right-hand side of our statistical model+ This specification also
addresses the concern that our dependent variable should be the change in affin-
ity, or Daffinity, and not the present level of dyadic interest similarity, or affin-
ity+ By including the lagged dependent variable, we are, in fact, estimating the
mathematical equivalent of the Daffinity model since Daffinity is calculated as
affinityt �affinityt�1+ Rearranging terms by moving the latter term ~affini-
tyt�1! to the right-hand side of the equation as a lagged dependent variable leaves
the former term ~affinityt! on the left-hand side as the appropriate dependent

49+ The term “interventionist” IGO is potentially misleading in that it does not identify IGOs with a
mandate concerning military intervention+ Using the definition provided above, the World Bank and
the International Monetary Fund are identified as interventionist IGOs, but they obviously have no
such security mandate+

50+ When presenting our statistical analysis, we will present some results designed to demonstrate
the validity of this coding decision+

51+ Most of the control variables were obtained through EUGene ~Bennett and Stam 2000!+
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variable+ This means that we obtain exactly the same results when using Daffin-
ity as the dependent variable and controlling for the previous level with affini-
tyt�1 on the right-hand side+52

In trying to isolate the socialization effect of structured IGOs, it becomes impor-
tant to control for the amount of interstate contact and interactions that takes place
outside of IGOs+ Since much of this day-to-day contact occurs through foreign
ministry representatives stationed abroad, we include a variable labeled extra-
igo contact, which identifies the lower number of diplomatic missions for the
two states within the dyad-year+53

Next we control for the difference in domestic political systems within the dyad+
Our term domestic political difference is the absolute difference of the two
overall Polity scores ~Democracy–Autocracy! within the dyad-year+54 This is an
important control variable not only because scholars have shown domestic regime
type to be a strong predictor of UNGA voting,55 but also because socialization
scholars have argued that much of what appears to be international socialization,
at least in the European context, can be explained by domestic factors+56

To control for economic contact and interactions, we include dyadic trade,
which measures the lower of the two bilateral trade0gross domestic product ~GDP!
ratios in the dyad57 following the standard interdependence specification in the
quantitative conflict literature+58 Since scholars have argued that North-South dif-
ferences, or differences in terms of economic development, influence national inter-
ests and UNGA voting in particular,59 we also include the variable relative
economic development, which measures the log of the richer state’s GDP per
capita relative to that of the poorer state in the dyad-year+60

To control for the important realist concept of relative state power, we use two
different independent variables+ First, we add the term relative economic size,
which measures the log of the larger state’s GDP relative to that of the smaller
state in the dyad-year+61 Second, we control for relative military power by
measuring the log of the stronger state’s military capabilities relative to those of
the weaker state in the dyad-year+ These capabilities are captured using the Corre-
lates of War index,62 which weighs equally the states’ total population, urban pop-
ulation, energy consumption, steel consumption, military manpower, and military
expenditures+

52+ These results are available upon request+
53+ Boehmer, Gartzke, and Nordstrom 2004, 20+
54+ Jaggers and Gurr 1995+
55+ See, for example, Oneal and Russett 1999+
56+ See, for example, Hooghe 2005+
57+ Oneal and Russett 2000+
58+ We also experimented with other trade specifications, including the sum of state 1 and state 2’s

trade0GDP ratios+ All of these specifications produced a similar statistical result+
59+ See, for example, Kim and Russett 1996+
60+ Gleditsch 2002+
61+ See Summers and Heston 1991; and Maddison 1995+
62+ Singer, Bremer, and Stuckey 1972+
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We also control for the fact that the two states in the dyad-year may be alliance
partners+ To this end, we add the dichotomous variable joint military alli-
ance, which is coded as 1 if the states had a joint military alliance, broadly defined
to include ententes, neutrality pacts, and defense pacts+63 Since scholars have argued
that national interests and UNGA voting patterns have changed markedly since
the end of the Cold War,64 we also include the dichotomous variable cold war,
which is coded as 1 for all dyad-years before 1991+

To control for geopolitical factors that may affect state interests, we use the
term geographic distance, measuring the distance in miles between the two
national capitals in the dyad+ To control for the fact that certain dyads experienced
a prior colonial relationship, a historical fact that is likely to influence their inter-
est similarity, we add the dichotomous variable colonial relationship, which
is coded as 1 if this condition is met+ Both of these control variables are com-
pletely time-invariant within a dyad+ Thus, when we present our results including
dyadic fixed effects, geographic distance and colonial relationship will drop
from the model+

Model Specification

Our basic statistical model is laid out in equation ~1! below, which is estimated
using ordinary least squares ~OLS! with robust standard errors clustered on the
dyad+ Table 1 presents the descriptive statistics for these variables+

63+ Gibler and Sarkees 2004+
64+ See, for example, Kim and Russett 1996+

TABLE 1. Descriptive statistics

Variable Mean
Standard
deviation Minimum Maximum

affinity 0+73 0+36 �1 1
joint structured igo membership (t−5) 13.97 4.47 0 47
extra-igo contact 30+78 21+29 1 146
domestic political difference 8+44 7+12 0 20
dyadic trade 0+0005 0+0034 0 0+17
relative economic development 1+18 0+84 0 4+72
relative economic size 2+09 1+55 0+00 9+73
relative military power 2+07 1+56 0 10+16
joint military alliance 0+09 0+29 0 1
cold war 0+98 0+14 0 1
geographic distance 4748 2693 5 12347
colonial relationship 0+005 0+067 0 1
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affinityxt � b0 * Constant � b1 * affinityxt�1

� b2 * joint structured igo membershipxt�5

� b3 * extra-igo contactxt

� b4 * domestic political differencext

� b5 * dyadic tradext

� b6 * relative economic developmentxt

� b7 * relative economic sizext

� b8 * relative military powerxt

� b9 * joint military alliancext

� b10 * cold warxt � b11 * geographic distancex

� b12 * colonial relationships

� ax * dyadx � ext + ~1!

It is important to draw the reader’s attention to one important detail concerning
our model specification: the five-year time lag on joint structured igo mem-
bership+ The five-year lag on our primary causal variable is driven by both meth-
odological and theoretical considerations+With regard to the former, we are testing
a causal hypothesis and without a lag, our results may be contaminated by reverse
causality: states with more similar interests simply find it easier to join common
international institutions+ To deal with this potential endogeneity problem, quanti-
tative modelers often employ a one-year lag+ But such a short lag may be inade-
quate to this task, and so we use a longer five-year lag on our primary independent
variable+

The five-year time lag on joint structured igo membership also comes from
socialization theory, where scholars speak of “the socializing effect of repeated
meetings over long periods+”65 Thus, one would expect the effect of institutional
socialization on state interests to take several years to emerge, if it does so at all+
Constructivist theory has thus far been somewhat silent about precisely how many
years are necessary for socialization to emerge and mature, but Zürn and Checkel
discuss a minimum “three- to four-year period+”66 Hence, we begin with a five-
year lag on joint structured igo membership and will later report additional
results when varying this time lag+

65+ Checkel 2005, 807+
66+ Zürn and Checkel 2005, 1066+
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Finally, using a time lag allows us to speak about state interest convergence,
defined as the process by which two states acquire more similar interests over
time+ As stated earlier, the institutional socialization hypothesis predicts that
states sharing more joint structured IGO memberships should have experi-
enced greater interest convergence+ To the extent that this is true, we should
observe a statistically significant positive ~�! coefficient for the lagged joint
structured igo membership term+ If these international institutions pro-
duced state interest divergence ~that is, less similar interests over time!,
then we would observe a statistically significant negative ~�! coefficient+
Finally, a statistically insignificant coefficient, regardless of the sign, suggests that
joint structured IGOs had no demonstrable effect on state interests ~the null
hypothesis!+

Statistical Results

In Table 2, we present two sets of estimates for equation ~1!: the first set are those
without dyadic fixed effects and the second set includes them+ We offer both esti-
mates because while dyadic fixed effects certainly reduce the potential for omitted
variable bias, they are also problematic for the coefficients of relatively time-
invariant control terms, including extra-igo contact, domestic political dif-
ference, relative economic size, and relative military power+67 Despite
the latter, we treat the model with dyadic fixed effects as our preferred specifica-
tion for two related reasons+ First, our hypothesis concerns the joint structured
igo membership term, leading us toward a model specification that provides the
most accurate estimate of its coefficient even if it does not do the same for certain
control variables+ Second, the inclusion of dyadic fixed effects gives us greater
confidence that the joint structured igo membership coefficient is effectively
measuring interest convergence within country pairs and not simply capturing inter-
est similarity across them+

Consistent with interest convergence, the coefficient for joint structured igo
membership lagged five years is positively signed and statistically different from
0 with a high degree of confidence ~ p � +001! in both models+ In Table 2, we also
present the effect of a one standard deviation increase in each independent vari-
able+ This demonstration is analogous to presenting standardized coefficients since
it evaluates the impact of each independent variable using a common metric+With-
out dyadic fixed effects, joint structured igo membership has the largest sub-
stantive effect of any independent variable in the model+ When including dyadic

67+ Beck and Katz 2001 explained why the coefficients for these four control variables would change
signs when dyadic fixed effects are added to the model+ In effect, these relatively time-invariant regres-
sors are highly colinear with dyadic fixed effects+ Indeed, regressors that are completely time-invariant,
such as geographic distance and colonial relationship, completely drop from the model with
the addition of dyadic fixed effects due to perfect multicolinearity+
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TABLE 2. Estimates of dyadic interest convergence, global sample

Base model without
dyadic fixed effects

Effect of one standard
deviation increase

Base model with
dyadic fixed effects

Effect of one standard
deviation increase

Alliance portfolio similarity
as dependent variable

Constant 0+074* 0+077* 0+131*
~0+003! ~0+009! ~0+003!

Lagged dependent variable 0+851* 0+660* 0+803*
~0+003! ~0+005! ~0+006!

joint structured igo membership (t−5) 0+0036* 0+016 0+0054* 0+024 0+00014*
~0+0001! ~0+0002! ~0+00007!

extra-igo contact �0+00065* �0+014 0+00046* 0+010 0+00022*
~0+00002! ~0+00005! ~0+00001!

domestic political difference �0+00103* �0+007 0+0009* 0+006 �0+00039*
~0+00006! ~0+0001! ~0+00005!

dyadic trade �0+87* �0+003 �1+20* �0+004 0+13
~0+24! ~0+32! ~0+09!

relative economic development �0+0087* �0+007 �0+004 �0+003 �0+0036*
~0+0006! ~0+003! ~0+0008!

relative economic size �0+0041* �0+006 0+019* 0+029 0+0019*
~0+0006! ~0+003! ~0+0008!

relative military power �0+0018* �0+003 0+006* 0+009 0+0024*
~0+0005! ~0+003! ~0+0007!

joint military alliance 0+006* 0+002 0+044* 0+013
~0+002! ~0+007!

cold war 0+038* 0+005 0+028* 0+004 �0+0165
~0+002! ~0+002! ~0+0007!

geographic distance 0+0000011* 0+003 ^ ^
~0+0000002!

colonial relationship �0+063* �0+004 ^ ^
~0+005!

N 184,387 184,387 197,169
R2 0+79 0+75 0+97

Notes: Cell entries are ordinary least squares ~OLS! coefficients with robust standard errors clustered on dyad in parentheses+ * Indicates statistical significance with 95% or greater
confidence+ ^ Variable drops due to colinearity with dyadic fixed effects+



fixed effects, the substantive effect of the IGO coefficient is surpassed by only
that of relative economic size+68

To further assess the substantive significance of the joint structured igo
membership coefficient, we refer the reader back to Figure 1, where we plotted
the average affinity scores for a series of United States dyads+ Using the model
with dyadic fixed effects, a one standard deviation increase in the number of joint
structured IGOs would make the United States–Japan dyad appear more like the
United States–New Zealand dyad over a five-year period or the United-States–
Argentina dyad appear more like the United-States–Brazil dyad over the same
period+ As these examples illustrate, our estimated IGO effect is not so large that
institutional socialization can turn two long-time enemy states into close friends
within just a few years, but socialization theory never predicted such a large and
immediate effect+ Furthermore, we have some reasons to believe that these esti-
mated IGO effects may actually be understated+

First, we discussed earlier the phenomenon of bloc voting within the UNGA+
We made an effort to control for bloc voting tendencies between country pairs
through the use of dyadic fixed effects+ But we could also exclude the observa-
tions where the dyad always voted together ~affinity � 1! or never voted together
~affinity � �1!+ When we estimated this constrained regression ~N � 146,112!,
the joint structured igo membership coefficient increases by 42 percent, or
from 0+0054 in the full sample to 0+0077 in this restricted sample+ Indeed, as we
further constrain our sample by cutting observations at the far ends of the affin-
ity range, the IGO coefficient enlarges even further+ For example, when we look
at only the cases within the �0+6 to 0+6 affinity range ~N � 44,034!, the IGO
coefficient effectively doubles, growing from 0+0054 in the full sample to 0+0097
in this very restricted sample+69

Second, the joint structured igo membership coefficient may also be under-
stated by the lagged dependent variable, affinityt�1+ The lagged dependent vari-
able ~LDV! is a necessary correction for serial autocorrelation in our pooled time-
series data so we included it on methodological grounds+ But this correction also
produces attenuation bias in our ordinary least squares ~OLS! estimates+70 In other
words, including a lagged dependent variable tends to push the other coefficients
in the model toward 0, making them appear substantively less significant+ Keele
and Kelly have shown that while LDV attenuation bias gets smaller with longer
time-series, it still has large effects when using time-series that contain less than

68+ In fact, we attach little substantive meaning to the large and positive relative economic size
coefficient in the model with dyadic fixed effects+ One would expect this independent variable to have
a negative sign indicating that economic size differences are correlated with less similar interests+ Indeed,
this is the result obtained in the model without dyadic fixed effects+ But adding these fixed effects to
the model produces a sign flip on this independent variable, leading us to discount its substantive
significance here+

69+ A full set of results is available from the authors upon request+
70+ See Davidson and MacKinnon 1993; and Achen 2000+
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fifty observations+71 This condition certainly fits our statistical sample since we
are pooling several thousand post–World War II dyadic time-series that average
less than twenty-three observations+

To assess the extent of LDV attenuation bias in our estimate of joint struc-
tured igo membership, we simply reestimated our fixed-effects model without
the lagged dependent variable+ In this model, the joint structured igo mem-
bership coefficient more than doubles, increasing from 0+0054 with the lagged
dependent variable to 0+0128 without it+72 This latter coefficient certainly over-
states the substantive effect of institutional socialization, but it effectively reveals
the conservative nature of the IGO coefficients reported in Table 2+

Our last statistical model presented in Table 2 offers a robustness check con-
cerning our dependent variable+ We argued earlier that affinity represents a bet-
ter operational indicator of dyadic interest similarity, at least for our purposes,
than the alliance portfolio measure that many rationalist scholars have used as a
common interests control variable in models of interstate military conflict+ In using
it as a dependent variable, our concerns regarding the alliance portfolio similarity
were twofold+ First, the measure most directly captures state behavior, potentially
weakening the interest signal in these data+ Second, any interest signal in the alli-
ance portfolio similarity measure is effectively limited to the issue area of secu-
rity politics+

Despite these concerns, we should be able to find some evidence consistent with
institutional socialization even when alliance portfolio similarity, measured using
the S statistic,73 is our dependent variable+ In doing so, we necessarily drop the
joint military alliance control term since its information is fully reflected in
the new dependent variable+ The last model in Table 2 confirms our theoretical
expectations as joint structured igo membership takes on a statistically sig-
nificant positive coefficient+

Institutional Socialization in Regional Samples

Having tested and found empirical support for the institutional socialization hypoth-
esis using a large global sample, it is now useful to perform a similar exercise
using smaller regional samples+ First, finding statistical significance for the joint
structured igo membership coefficient in more restricted regional groupings
presents an even harder test for the institutional socialization hypothesis due to
the much smaller sample size+ Second, it is important to assess whether and to
what extent institutional socialization can be demonstrated in regional contexts
outside of Europe+ To these ends, we reestimated equation ~1! with dyadic fixed
effects using five different restricted regional samples ~that is, including only the

71+ Keele and Kelly 2006+
72+ A full set of results is available from the authors upon request+
73+ Signorino and Ritter 1999+
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dyads where both countries are within the region!+ These geographic regions are:
Europe,Asia, the Americas, sub-Saharan Africa, and the Middle East0North Africa+

Our results, presented in Table 3, show statistically significant evidence of insti-
tutional socialization in all of the regional samples, except for the Middle East0
North Africa+ In fact, we found evidence consistent with institutional socialization
even in this sample when the Israel dyads were dropped from the model+ Without
these observations, the joint structured igo membership coefficient in the Mid-
dle East0North Africa sample grows to 0+0043 with a robust standard error of
0+0008+74 Thus, there is even quantitative evidence of institutional socialization
among Muslim states, which accords with the existing qualitative literature on
regional socialization through structures like the Gulf Cooperation Council+75

Some readers may be surprised by the fact that the joint structured igo
membership coefficient is substantively smaller in the European sample than in
the Asia, Americas, and Africa samples+ But this result is not inconsistent with
empirical evidence that has already been reported in the socialization literature+
As mentioned earlier, Hooghe found that Europeanization can be explained more
by domestic political factors than by socialization through regional institutions+76

Conversely, our IGO coefficient shows its strongest substantive significance in the
Asia sample, a region where domestic political and economic factors offer little
explanatory power+77 These results suggest that Asia may be a fertile ground for
future studies on institutional socialization, consistent with the speculation offered
by Johnston on the subject+78 Indeed, there is already some persuasive qualitative
evidence documenting regional socialization through institutions like the Associ-
ation of Southeast Asian Nations+79

Socialization and/or Information?

Having presented results that are consistent with institutional socialization, we now
consider the possibility that our results might also be explained by an institutional
causal mechanism other than socialization+ One possibility concerns institutional
information, an important causal mechanism in many rationalist IR theories+

It is worth considering the possibility that IGOs do not actually socialize member-
states; instead, they just provide greater information about the state of the world,
including information about member-states’ capabilities, intentions, and so on+With
this new information, states simply find their institutional partners to be less threat-

74+ A full set of results is available from the authors upon request+
75+ See, for example, Barnett and Gause 1998+
76+ Hooghe 2005+ Also consistent with Hooghe’s evidence, we note the strong effect of domestic

political difference in the Europe sample+
77+ Note the statistically insignificant effect of domestic political difference, relative eco-

nomic development, and relative economic size in the Asia sample+
78+ Johnston 2005, 1037–39+
79+ See, for example, Acharya 2001+
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TABLE 3. Estimates of affinity, regional samples

Europe Asia Americas
Sub-Saharan

Africa
Middle East/
North Africa

Constant 0+16* 0+12* 0+03 0+25* 0+18*
~0+05! ~0+06! ~0+04! ~0+02! ~0+03!

Lagged dependent variable 0+70* 0+58* 0+67* 0+68* 0+76*
~0+01! ~0+02! ~0+03! ~0+02! ~0+02!

joint structured igo membership (t-5) 0+0034* 0+0067* 0+0053* 0+0033* �0+0015
~0+0006! ~0+0010! ~0+0008! ~0+0003! ~0+0014!

extra-igo contact �0+0002 0+0013* �0+0014* 0+0007* 0+0001
~0+0001! ~0+0002! ~0+0004! ~0+0001! ~0+0002!

domestic political difference �0+002* 0+0013 0+0011* 0+0000008 0+0029*
~0+001! ~0+0008! ~0+0004! ~0+0002971! ~0+0007!

dyadic trade �1+10* �3+03* �1+62 1+63 0+23
~0+41! ~1+53! ~1+99! ~0+91! ~0+28!

relative economic development �0+08* 0+02 �0+06* �0+022* �0+01
~0+02! ~0+02! ~0+01! ~0+008! ~0+01!

relative economic size �0+008 0+03 0+02* 0+007 0+01
~0+022! ~0+02! ~0+01! ~0+007! ~0+01!

relative military power 0+016 �0+02 0+07* �0+006 �0+0002
~0+012! ~0+03! ~0+01! ~0+006! ~0+0110!

joint military alliance 0+15* 0+07* 0+02* �0+0009 �0+027
~0+03! ~0+02! ~0+01! ~0+0038! ~0+015!

cold war �0+024* 0+032* 0+035* �0+016* 0+025
~0+009! ~0+006! ~0+006! ~0+004! ~0+008!

N 8614 3956 9578 14,942 2697
R2 0+77 0+61 0+39 0+88 0+65

Notes: Cell entries are ordinary least squares ~OLS! coefficients with robust standard errors clustered on dyad in parentheses+ * Indicates statistical significance with 95% or greater
confidence+



ening than before ~that is, than in the world of less-complete information!, thus
leading to more similar interests+ The socialization theory that we are trying to
test here differs from this rationalist information account in that the latter does not
imply a change in actor identities+ With new information, institutional member-
states simply learn more about the state of the world, retaining their old identities
in the process+ Socialization, as described in the previous section of the article,
directly implies identity change: institutional interactions engender new social iden-
tities, eventually leading to member-state interest convergence+

If we knew a valid way to measure state identities over time, then we could
simply test whether or not our IGO variable can also explain identity change+ But
lacking any valid operational measure for this important theoretical concept ~that
is, state identities!, we need to look for another way to distinguish the causal effect
of institutional socialization from that of institutional information+ Fortunately, these
two causal mechanisms may be distinguishable in terms of their impact over time,
or by their lagged effects+ As discussed earlier, constructivist IR theory posits that
institutional socialization should take several years to mature; indeed, this was a
primary reason that we lagged joint structured igo membership by five years+

Conversely, the effect of institutional information on state interests should emerge
in a shorter time frame as it does not operate first through a change in state iden-
tities+ Furthermore, information tends to disseminate rapidly, and its causal effect
should appear relatively quickly if it does so at all+ Indeed, the rapid dissemina-
tion of information is a key foundation underlying the rational expectations liter-
ature in economics,80 especially the efficient markets hypothesis+81 Accordingly,
IR scholars testing institutional information theories use a short-time lag, even no
time lag, on their causal variable+82

Positing that institutional information has its strongest effect in the short term
does not mean that institutions only provide new information when they are formed
or when new states join them+ But even when IGOs provide a regular stream of
new information, the effect of any bit of information arriving at time t should be
relatively immediate with its effect weakening over time, or as the time lag is
increased+ In this regard, it is important to remember that the IGO variable in our
model specification—regardless of the time lag—captures only a one-period effect
of structured IGOs on dyadic interest similarity+ For example, a five-year time lag
does not measure the cumulative effect of structured IGOs over five years; instead,
it measures a one-period “effect” that occurs five years after the “cause+”

With this understanding in mind, we can simply vary the time lag on joint
structured igo membership to see whether the associated coefficients conform
more to the socialization explanation or to the information alternative+ With insti-
tutional socialization, we should observe that the IGO coefficient generally strength-

80+ See, for example, Lucas 1972+
81+ Fama 1991+
82+ See, for example, Bearce, Flanagan, and Floros 2006+
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ens as its time lag is increased, at least over a three- to seven-year time frame
~five years plus or minus two to account for the uncertainty associated with how
long it takes socialization effects to mature!+ With institutional information, we
should observe the strongest IGO effect at time t�0 or t�1 with the coefficient
weakening as its time lag is further increased+

Figure 2 plots the joint structured igo membership coefficient as its time
lag is increased from zero to seven years+83 In performing this exercise, we took
care to use only the dyad-year observations in the most constrained sample so that
our results are not contaminated by a changing statistical sample+84 The results are
certainly consistent with institutional socialization as the IGO coefficient tends to
gain strength, especially moving from two years to four years, after which its effect
remains relatively constant through a seven-year lag+

It is important to note, however, that these results are also not inconsistent with
institutional information+ Although substantively weaker, the IGO coefficient is
statistically significant even with no time lag, a result that cannot be easily explained
by the socialization causal mechanism in isolation+ In this regard, it may be useful
to consider information and socialization as institutional complements+ Indeed, it

83+ A full set of results for each regression is available from the authors upon request+
84+ Each time the time lag is increased by one year, we would lose one observation from each

dyadic time series+ This explains why the joint structured igo membership coefficient with a five-
year time lag reported in Figure 2 differs from the estimate reported earlier in Table 2+ In Table 2, we
used all available observations; in Figure 2, we used only those available for the model with a seven-
year time lag, or the most constrained model+

FIGURE 2. The joint structured igo membership coefficient with a varied
time lag
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is hard to imagine how institutional socialization could take place without the addi-
tional information about actor intentions and behavior provided by institutional
structures+ But the increasing lagged effects shown in Figure 2 certainly cannot be
explained by information alone; they are consistent with a longer-term socializa-
tion process+

IGO Robustness Checks

Having established that our joint structured igo membership coefficient is
indeed capturing a longer-term process consistent with socialization, it is now use-
ful to revisit our decision to focus on the causal effect of “structured” IGOs+ As
discussed earlier, we made this decision based on the logic that these represent the
broad category of international institutions most able to produce the high density
of member-state interactions conceivably leading to their socialization+ But we can
now test the wisdom of this logic by exploring the additional causal effect of
so-called “unstructured,” or minimal, IGOs ~that is, those lacking formal bureau-
cratic, executive, and judicial organs!+

In Table 4, we present three new model specifications that include information
on these unstructured0minimal IGOs+ The first model simply adds the number of
minimal IGOs to the number of structured ones to create a variable labeled total
joint igo membership+ If we were correct in our assumption that minimal IGOs
lack the necessary organs, or structures, to promote member-state socialization,
then adding these institutions to our IGO count will simply add noise to the social-
ization signal, thus weakening its substantive effect+We find that this is indeed the
case as the total joint igo membership coefficient lagged five years is only
about half the size of the joint structured igo membership coefficient with the
same lag reported earlier in Table 2 ~0+0029 versus 0+0054!+

In the second set of results presented in Table 4, we model the effect of mini-
mal IGOs using a different independent variable labeled joint minimal igo mem-
bership, counting only the number of minimal IGO memberships shared by the
two states in the dyad-year+ Using this model specification, minimal IGOs appear
to have a substantively modest socialization effect ~0+0033!, but this effect com-
pletely disappears once we properly control for the number of joint structured IGOs
memberships that also appear within the dyad-year+ Indeed, the statistically signif-
icant negative joint minimal igo membership coefficient lagged five years in
this third model specification is consistent with dyadic interest divergence, not
convergence+

In short, we have some empirical evidence that minimal IGOs lack the formal
structures and organs necessary to promote member-state socialization+ Thus, schol-
ars wishing to proceed further in developing and testing socialization theory have
some good reasons to focus their efforts on more structured international institu-
tions and to identify the specific institutional features that facilitate the inter-
national socialization process+ After presenting one final set of empirical results,
we will return to this point in the last section of the article+
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Realist Limits to Institutional Socialization

As discussed earlier in the article, new realist theory argues for limited institu-
tional socialization, even within more structured IGOs, when more powerful states
use these structures to coerce smaller states in the international system+85 Inas-
much as smaller states feel manipulated and constrained within these international
structures, one would not expect interest convergence, at least not between the
coerced lesser powers and the coercive greater powers+ Indeed, this argument offers
an important scope condition for the institutional socialization hypothesis: while
we should observe strong institutional socialization within power parity dyads,
these effects should diminish, even disappear, with greater relative power ~that is,
power preponderance!+This realist hypothesis can be tested by adding an inter-
action term ~joint structured igo membership*relative military power! to

85+ See, for example, Gruber 2000+

TABLE 4. Additional estimates of affinity, global sample

Constant 0+098* 0+135* 0+072*
~0+009! ~0+009! ~0+009!

Lagged dependent variable 0+664* 0+669* 0+659*
~0+005! ~0+005! ~0+005!

total joint igo membership (t−5) 0+0029*
~0+0001!

joint minimal igo membership (t-5) 0+0033* �0+0026*
~0+0003! ~0+0003!

joint structured igo membership (t-5) 0+0065*
~0+0003!

extra-igo contact 0+00056* 0+00085* 0+00049*
~0+00005! ~0+00005! ~0+00005!

domestic political difference 0+0009* 0+0008* 0+0009*
~0+0001! ~0+0001! ~0+0001!

dyadic trade �1+52* �0+94* �0+67*
~0+34! ~0+32! ~0+30!

relative economic development �0+0016 0+002 �0+006*
~0+0028! ~0+003! ~0+003!

relative economic size 0+020* 0+023* 0+020*
~0+003! ~0+003! ~0+003!

relative military power 0+0031 �0+0033 0+006*
~0+0028! ~0+0028! ~0+003!

joint military alliance 0+041* 0+045* 0+048*
~0+007! ~0+006! ~0+007!

cold war 0+028* 0+019* 0+026*
~0+002! ~0+002! ~0+002!

N 184,387 184,387 184,387
R2 0+75 0+75 0+75

Notes: Cell entries are ordinary least squares ~OLS! coefficients with robust standard errors clustered on dyad in
parentheses+ * Indicates statistical significance with 95% or greater confidence+
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our statistical model+With this new term, our basic equation can be written in the
following manner:

affinity � bx * Control Variables � b1 * relative military power

� b2 * joint structured igo membership

� b3 * ~joint structured igo membership

* relative military power!� e ~2!

In equation ~2!, the extent of institutional socialization is given by two coeffi-
cients and the value of relative military power: b2 � b3*relative military
power+ In a dyad marked by perfect power parity, relative military power is
equal to 0; thus, institutional socialization for this pair of states comes only from
b2, which we expect to show a strong positive coefficient given the limited coer-
cion opportunities within such a power balanced dyad+ However, as relative mil-
itary power within the dyad gets larger, we expect the extent of institutional
socialization to weaken+ Thus b3, the coefficient on the interaction term, should
have a statistically significant negative sign+

Our estimates presented in Table 5 offer results that are consistent with the
realist caveat to the institutional socialization hypothesis+ In Figure 3, we graph
the marginal effect of joint structured igo membership conditioned on the
value of relative military power+ As the latter variable measures the log of

FIGURE 3. Marginal effect of joint structured igo membership conditioned
on relative military power
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the stronger state’s military capabilities relative to those of the weaker state in
the dyad-year, relative military power has values in our data set that range
from 0 to 10 ~see Table 1!+ Although its effect diminishes with greater dyadic
power imbalances, one can still observe a statistically significant marginal effect
for joint structured igo membership until relative military power � 7+
Indeed, less than 1 percent of the observations with our global sample have a
value for relative military power that fits this condition+ Hence, significant
institutional socialization effects are present in the vast majority of post–World
War II dyads+

Table 5 also presents a robustness check for the realist caveat to the institu-
tional socialization hypothesis using a second indicator of relative state power:
relative economic size+ Adding a joint structured igo membership*relative
economic size interaction term produces much the same result as discussed above+
Institutional socialization has a strong effect on states with similar economic power;
however, this effect diminishes with a greater dyadic imbalance in relative eco-
nomic power+

TABLE 5. Estimates of affinity with an interaction term

Constant 0+06* 0+05*
~0+01! ~0+01!

lagged dependent variable 0+659* 0+658*
~0+005! ~0+005!

joint structured igo membership (t-5) 0+0070* 0+0078*
~0+0003! ~0+0003!

joint structured igo membership* relative �0+0008*
military power ~0+0001!

joint structured igo membership* relative �0+0012*
economic size ~0+0001!

extra-igo contact 0+00044* 0+00042*
~0+00005! ~0+00005!

domestic political difference 0+0009* 0+0009*
~0+0001! ~0+0001!

dyadic trade �1+39* �1+33*
~0+33! ~0+35!

relative economic development �0+004 �0+0029
~0+003! ~0+0027!

relative economic size 0+021* 0+038*
~0+003! ~0+004!

relative military power 0+013* �0+0001
~0+003! ~0+0027!

joint military alliance 0+043* 0+043*
~0+007! ~0+007!

cold war 0+029* 0+028*
~0+002! ~0+002!

N 184,387 184,387
R2 0+75 0+75

Notes: Cell entries are ordinary least squares ~OLS! coefficients with robust standard errors clustered on dyad in
parentheses+ * Indicates statistical significance with 95% or greater confidence+
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Conclusions

As previewed in the introduction, we interpret these empirical results as strongly
favorable to the institutional socialization proposition, which represents a core com-
ponent of constructivism as an approach to understanding IR+ Despite its impor-
tance within the constructivist research community, the possibility of institutional
socialization has largely been ignored by rationalist scholars, who view the prop-
osition either as systematically untestable or as empirically unsupported+

In this article, we have tried to show not only that the institutional socialization
hypothesis can be systematically tested, but that it passes several important empir-
ical tests, which should prove more convincing to scholars working in the ratio-
nalist community+ Inasmuch as this exercise can help build a bridge between
constructivist and rationalist approaches to studying international institutions, we
conclude this article by speaking to both research communities+

Constructivist Socialization Theory

While supporting institutional socialization theory, our results are obviously
not the last word concerning its empirical validity+ In this regard, Gartzke,
Nordstrom, Boehmer, and Hewitt, using an IGO-year unit of analysis, found
that member-state preference heterogeneity does not decline over time, a
result that could be interpreted as contrary to the expectations of institutional
socialization+86 Furthermore, our operational measures for interest similarity
and structured IGOs are admittedly imperfect+ We defended these measures as
being the best available operational indicators for their underlying theoretical con-
cepts+ But when scholars create improved operational measures for state interests
and IGOs with socialization potential, new empirical tests can and should be
conducted+

Our results also do not speak to the different micro-processes underlying insti-
tutional socialization+ Scholars working on this subject have identified several
possible socialization mechanisms, or micro-foundations, including persuasion ~nor-
mative suasion!, social influence, role-playing, and even strategic calculation+87

But even if our model does not distinguish between these socialization mecha-

86+ Gartzke et al+ 2006+ It is important to note, however, that this result is not necessarily at odds
with the ones presented here+ First, our results show the cumulative socialization effect of structured
IGOs, which would not be picked up using the IGO-year unit of analysis+ This unit of analysis instead
captures the average effect of an individual IGO+ Second, the statistical sample used by these authors
included unstructured0minimal IGOs, which we also show to produce no socialization effect ~see
Table 4!+ Finally, the disadvantage in using the IGO-year unit of analysis is that it forces scholars to
treat “time” as a causal variable+ In constructivist theory, the causal variable is structured institutions,
and not time+While it may require time for such institutions to produce any socialization effect, a time
counter will be a poor proxy variable if the temporal socialization effect of structured IGOs is nonlin-
ear ~see Figure 2!+

87+ See Johnston 2001; and Checkel 2005+
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nisms ~and, in our defense, it was not designed for this purpose!, it does provide
an avenue for moving in this direction+

To the extent that scholars can identify particular institutional structures or
attributes facilitating specific socialization mechanisms, then it should be possi-
ble to collect data on these features and then substitute more specific institutional
variables into a dyad-year model of interest similarity to replace the more gen-
eral IGO membership variable used here+ This is surely a promising line of empir-
ical research, but socialization theory needs to identify more clearly what particular
institutional features facilitate a high density of interactions leading to member-
state socialization+ If theory does not move first in this regard, then data collec-
tion on specific institutional features will face an inevitable charge of “barefoot
empiricism+”

Rationalist Institutional Causal Mechanisms

We also stated in the introduction that these results can be read as good news for
rationalist scholars of international institutions+ This conclusion follows for at least
two reasons+ First, the “truth” of institutional socialization as a causal mechanism—
international institutions affect state behavior by shaping their interests—does not
deny the empirical validity of any rationalist institutional causal mechanism, defined
as those affecting state behavior even when interests are held constant+ It just adds
to the number of ways that institutions can affect state behavior+

Second, and perhaps more importantly, many “rationalist” explanations may oper-
ate more effectively when allowing state interests to vary+ Consider information
provision as an institutional causal mechanism+ It is not just that institutions can
transform incomplete information games into more complete information games
where new strategic outcomes become possible+ It is also the case that rationalist
information theories sometimes work through preference change+88 With new infor-
mation about the value of possible strategic outcomes, states may rank these out-
comes differently+ In game theory, this is simply another way of saying that state
preferences over outcomes have changed; in effect, state interests are a moving
part in certain rationalist information theories+

Consider also certain rationalist theories about institutional commitment+
States face a potential commitment problem in international bargaining when-
ever they believe that an agreement reached in the present could become unenforce-
able in the future+89 Such a commitment problem can arise for a number of reasons
including changes in relative power and new incentives to cheat+ It has been
proposed that institutions can reduce the commitment problem by creating
“trust” among state leaders+90 But what does trust really mean in this context? It

88+ See, for example, Krasner 1983a, 361– 64; and Axelrod and Keohane 1986, 228–32+
89+ Fearon 1995+
90+ See, for example, Bearce 2003+
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would seem to indicate a change in state preferences concerning the defection
outcome or a reduced interest in cheating behavior+ As such, institutional com-
mitment may actually work through interest change+ In effect, state interests become
an intervening variable in this rationalist theory between international institutions
and state behavior+

This understanding has important implications for how rationalist scholars test
their institutional theories+ Rather than trying to hold interests constant with one
or more control variables ~such as affinity! next to their primary institutional
causal variable, scholars may need to omit these controls to let state interests ~as
an intervening variable! vary appropriately when modeling certain forms of state
behavior+91 If scholars do not omit such interest controls when testing an institu-
tional theory that works through interest change, then they raise the risk of a Type
II error, or a false negative+ In effect, rationalist scholars may be creating too hard
a test for some of their institutional theories+
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